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ry One of the challenges in running an active JOAD
(Junior Olympic Archery Development) Club is to
design practice sessions that are both useful as teach-
ing tools as well as being fun for the members.
Many JOAD clubs, such as Cincinnati Junior
Olympians, contain a mix of archers. Our club, on
any given date, has several children who have been
shooting only a few months combined with several
national class competitors. What is an effective
practice session for novices is often a waste of time
for archers who have advanced to the JOAD
Master level or higher. However, at Cincinnati
Junior Olympians I have developed several games
that serve several purposes. The games described in
this article allow novices and experts to compete
together or head-to-head. Furthermore, they teach
one, or more, of the skills that are necessary for
archers to learn in order to be successful tourna-
ment winners.

King of the Hill
This is a game that allows novices to compete
with advanced archers. It also creates the pres-
sure archers have to cope with in the Olympic
round. Finally, it is a useful tool to allow newer
archers to mingle with more experienced stu-
dents in your JOAD club.

The first requirement is to establish a three
arrow end “par value” for each archer. This is
based on each archer’s JOAD achievement
level. If an archer is an Expert, they have
proven they can shoot a  out of  on the
 cm target face or a  out of  on the 

cm face. Thus, their par value for a three arrow
end would be  or  points. We normally have
Cubs and Bowmen—no matter what level—
score on the  cm face and cadets and up use
the  cm face. An archer who has been at a rank
for a substantial period of time might be
assigned a par value consistent with the next
higher rank, while an archer who just recently
achieved a certain rank would be given a par
value reflecting his/her current level.

We then set each target matt with two  cm
targets and one  cm target. If we have 
archers, we use nine matts, if we have, say, 
archers we use nine for competition and one is
reserved for the “odd man out,” which will be
explained a bit later in this article. Each matt or
target station is assigned a point value. If you use
nine matts, the first matt is assigned a value of
one point, the next, two points, and so forth. I
draw the archers’ names out of a hat to pair them
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up. In the case of many archers and fewer matts you can
put two target stations on each matt and assign two point
values to each matt’s two target arrays. (When this is nec-
essary, we use four  cm targets-the two left targets are
the first station, the two right ones are the second station,
with a point higher value. Par values for Cubs and
Bowmen are adjusted accordingly).

The archers then shoot a one end, head-to-head
match. If both archers meet, or surpass, their par value,
the higher score wins. If neither archer meets their par
value, again, the higher score wins. However, if one
archer meets, or beats, his par value score and the other
does not, the former archer wins even if his score is lower.
In the case of a tie, you can do a one arrow sudden death
shoot off or flip a coin. It does not matter if one archer
shoots the  cm target while the other uses the smaller
target, all that counts is the score and whether par value
was met.

On all but the top target (the Top of the “Hill”) the
winner moves to the next highest target while the loser
remains on the same matt. The winner collects the value
of the matt he won on: the winner on Matt # gets four
points and moves to face the loser of Matt # on that
matt and so forth. On the top target, the winner collects

its point value and remains while the loser goes to the
bottom of the hill. When there is an even number of
archers, the loser on the top target station moves to matt
#1. When there is an odd number of archers, we have a
practice matt right below the “bottom of the hill” on

which the archer who lost on the top target shoots a prac-
tice round before moving up to the first target when the
next end is completed. At the end of the JOAD session,
the scores are added up to determine who has the most
points. Obviously, the longer an archer can win on the
top target, the better the chances of being the high point
total winner for the session.

Coaches should adjust par values if an archer is easi-
ly beating the assigned score or if the archer is not meet-
ing it. This game forces the top students to shoot at a
high level in order to win against novices while allowing
new shooters a chance to compete successfully against
more experienced archers. Since students will generally
end up shooting against most, if not all, members of the
clubs, it is a useful method of mingling new archers with
the more experienced members. Since each match up is a
three arrow end, it creates some of the pressures of an
Olympic round.

Field Round
One of the most useful skills necessary to learn for suc-
cessful outdoor archery rounds is the ability to “aim off ”
in the wind. In JOAD indoor sessions wind is a non-exis-
tent condition. We used to have practice sessions where
the coach would randomly call out a place to aim (-
ring-right, for example) to teach this. The indoor field
round is more enjoyable and teaches similar skills. It also
has the advantage of mingling new archers with the more
experienced students. This game requires moveable tar-
get matts. (We use American Whitetail Olympic matts
on wooden target stands (see photos).)

After a normal warm-up period on the target matts
set at  meters, we move various matts to different dis-
tances-from as short as five meters to as long as  meters.
We normally use FITA faces of various types: vertical 
cm three-spot targets for the short ranges up to  cm
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“The games described in
this article allow novices
and experts to compete

together or head-to-head.”
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faces for the longest distance. Sometimes we use FITA or
NFAA field targets or NFAA animal targets as well.

We create teams of two to four archers based on the
“par value” scores described above. Teams are assigned to
various targets by the JOAD leader. Each team member
shoots three arrows per target station. If you have an odd
number of archers so that one team has one more or less
archer you can vary the number of arrows per archer so
each team shoots the same number of total arrows per
end. We score this game “hit or miss”: a hit is in the yel-
low on a FITA target or field face-all other arrows score
a miss. The main rule in this game is that the students
may not change their sight setting during the competi-
tion. This requires them to aim off on targets that are not
at the preset 18m distance. Since their first arrow at a
given target will normally be high or low, they learn how
to aim at the corresponding opposite side of the target
for the two or three subsequent shots. 

We have found that this game gives our archers good
training in being able to pick a spot on a target rather
than focusing on the center. Several of our JOAD archers
have done well in their first field archery tournaments
and have told us this game helped them recover points
on their second and third shots after a low or high first

arrow during the unmarked distance portion of the tour-
naments.

Jim Coombe is the Chief Executive Officer-
The Cincinnati Junior Olympians, an USA
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